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Abstract 
Krawczyk, A. and J. Steprans, Continuous colourings of closed graphs, Topology and its Applica- 
tions 51 (1993) 13-26. 
A topological version of a classical result of finite combinatorics concerning fixed point free 
functions is proved. This provides the motivation for considering the general question of when 
a closed graph on a topological space admits a colouring by a continuous function. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the reasons that compact spaces have played such an important role in 
analysis is that, to a certain degree, they are approximations of finite spaces. What 
is meant by this is that some of the key properties of compact spaces such as: 
l open covers have finite subcovers, 
l continuous real valued functions are bounded, 
l continuity implies uniform continuity 
can all be used to aid one’s intuition by imaging compact spaces as being finite. In 
this context it is natural to turn things around and ask what parts of finite com- 
binatorics have analogues in the realm of compact spaces. 
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It was partly in this spirit that Blaszczyk asked whether the following theorem, 
which has been variously attributed to Banach, Erdos and de Bruijn and Katetov, 
has a parallel formulation for compact Hausdorff spaces. 
Theorem 1.1. If X is an arbitrary set and F: X+-+X is a function without jixed 
points-that is F(x) # x for each x E X-then there is a partition of X into three sets 
{A,: jE 3) such that F(A,)nAi =0 for each iE 3. 
Such partitions into three clopen sets were instrumental in Frolik’s proof [2] of 
the fact that pN\N is not homogeneous. In particular, Blaszczyk asked the following 
question. 
Question 1.2. If X is a O-dimensional compact Hausdorff space and F: X-X is a 
continuous function without fixed points, is there a partition of X into clopen sets 
{A, : j E 3) such that F(A,) n Ai # 0 for i E 3? 
A partial answer to this question is provided by the following theorem from [l]. 
Theorem 1.3. Zf F : X + X is a homeomorphism of a O-dimensional paracompact space 
onto a closed subspace of X with no$xed’points then there are clopen sets U,, U, and 
U, such that F( Ui) n U, = 0 for each i E 3. 
The second section of this paper will present a new proof of Theorem 1.1 which 
has, as an immediate corollary, the answer to Question 1.2. It should be noted that 
this theorem can also be thought of as a result on graph colouring, in the sense that 
the graph of a function on a set X is a subset of X2 and hence can be considered 
as a graph, in the combinatorial sense, on X. In this light it can be seen that Theorem 
1.1 is equivalent to the assertion that all (combinatorial) graphs obtained from the 
graph of a fixed point free function are 3-chromatic. Section 3 will expand on this 
observation by considering the general question of when a closed graph on a compact 
Hausdorff space has chromatic number n. There are far more questions than answers 
in this area. 
It should be remarked that even though the present paper is concerned only with 
the O-dimensional case most of what will be proved can be generalised to spaces 
of arbitrary finite dimension-indeed this has already been done in [6]. 
2. A new proof of an old theorem 
The following lemma has as an immediate corollary Theorem 1.1 as well as an 
answer to Question 1.2. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let F: X-X be a function withoutfixed points. Suppose also that k 2 4 
and {Aj : j E k} is a partition of X such that F( A,) n A, = 0 for each j E k. Dejine 
Bj = F-‘Aj u ( FP’Ak_, n (X\A,) n F-2(X\Aj)) 
forjEk-1. Then {B,:jEk-1) isacoverofXandF(L?,)nB,=0. 
Proof. To see that F(B,) n Bj f 0 note that 
F(B,)c A, u (Ak-, n F(X\A,) n F-‘(X\A,)) 
for j E k - 1. Hence it suffices to observe that 
(1) Ain FPrAj=O, 
(2) Aj n (X\Aj) ~0, 
(3) F-IA; n FP’(X\A,) = 0, 
(4) Ak_, n F-rAL_, = 0. 
Finally, to see that u{B,:jE k-1)=X note that l._J{Bj:jE k-l}1 
IJ{F’A,:~E k- 1) and ~J{F~*A,: jE k} = X. Hence it suffices to show that 
F-‘Ak_, cU{B,:jEk-1). To this end fix XE F-‘Ak_,. Since k-123 and both 
{A, : j E k - 1) and { Fm2Aj : j E k - l} are pairwise disjoint families, there is i E k - 1 
such that x E (X\A,) n F-‘(X\Ai). This completes the proof since it shows that 
XEBi. 0 
Notice that Theorem 1 .l follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. The reason is that 
the compactness of first order logic implies that in order to prove Theorem 1.1 it 
suffices to prove it for finite sets. For a finite set X = {x,: in k} and a function 
F: X-X without fixed points, letting A, = {x,} provides a partition satisfying the 
hypothesis of Lemma 2.1. Now apply the lemma k - 3 times. The same idea can be 
used to prove the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. If F: X-X is a continuous function such that there are clopen sets 
{Ai : i E k} covering X such that F(A,) n Ai = 0 then there are clopen sets {Ai : i E 3) 
covering X such that F(A,) n A, = 0. 
The answer to Question 1.2 is supplied as easily. 
Corollary 2.3. If X is a O-dimensional compact Hausdorf space and F: X-X is a 
continuous function without Jixed points then there is a partition of X into clopen sets 
{A, : j E 3) such that F(A,) n Ai = 0. 
Proof. Using compactness and the fact that F has no fixed points it is possible to 
find a partition {A, : j E k} of X into finitely many clopen sets such that F(A,) n A, = 0 
for each j E k. Then apply Corollary 2.2. 0 
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3. Fixed points and the eech-Stone compactification 
There is reason the 
O-dimensional 
Theorem 3.1. Zf X is a strongly O-dimensional space andf: X-X is continuous without 
fixed points then the following are equivalent: 
(1) pf: pX++/?X has no fixed points, 
(2) there are clopen sets {Ai : i E 3) covering X such that f (Ai) n Ai = 0, 
(3) there are clopen sets {Ai : i E k} covering X such that f(Ai) n Ai = 0 for some 
k E w. 
Proof. To prove (1) implies (2) use Corollary 2.3 on PX. To prove (3) implies (1) 
note that if x E /3X then there is j E k such that A, E X. Then f(A,) n Aj = 0 and 
/?f(x) belongs to the closure of f(Aj) and hence @f(x) # x. 0 
The next definition isolates a property of topological spaces which seems to be 
of importance in these questions. 
Definition 3.2. If X is a topological space, X will be said to have the fixed point 
free extension property if and only if pf has no fixed points provided that f is a 
continuous, fixed point free function on X. 
It has been shown in [l] that 2”~ with the product topology minus a point does 
not have the fixed point free extension property. It is an immediate corollary to 
Lemma 2.1 that discrete spaces, as well as compact ones, have the fixed point free 
extension property. Very little else seems to be known about this property. Even 
for very common O-dimensional spaces providing the answer requires some work. 
The following theorem was proved independently by the second author and jointly 
by K. Mazur and the first author-their proof is the one presented here. 
Theorem 3.3. Every O-dimensional u-compact Hausdorff space has thejixed point free 
extension property. 
Proof. Let X be a O-dimensional u-compact Hausdorff space and suppose that 
f: X + X is a continuous function without fixed points. From Corollary 2.2 it suffices 
to find clopen sets {Ai : i E k}, where k E w and such that f(Ai) n A, = 0 for each i E k. 
To begin, define a partition AO,. . . , A, of X to be a QNP if and only if for all 
x E Ai there exists n E w such that f”(x) e Ai. Now observe that if {A; : i < n} are 
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clopen and form a QNP then there are clopen sets A,,O, A,,, such that S( AiJ) n AiJ = 0 
for each iE n and jE2. 
To see this define 
Bi,,, = Ai nf-‘(X\Ai), 
Bi,,+l = Ai nf-‘( Bi,,). 
It is not hard to check that letting 
AiJ = U{&n+, : n E ~1 
for i < n, j < 2 satisfies the conclusion. 
All that remains to be done now is to show that there are clopen C, and C, which 
are QNP. Let X = lJ{X,,: n E o}, X,, compact, X, = X,,,, . By induction we construct 
clopen, disjoint B,,,, B,., such that for B, = B,,, u B,,, the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) X,= B,, 
(b) ifxEB,nX,, thenfk(x)EBn for all k<2n+l, 
(c) if f”(x) E B, for all k <2n + 1 and x E Bi,n then f’(x) E B,-i,, for some /, 
(d) if x @ B, and f(x) E B;,, then f’(x) E B,_i,,, 
(e) BE., c Bi,“+i. 
Assume that such sets have been constructed until n. Consider 
Y=U{f’(BnuX,,+,): i<2n+3}\B,. 
Since Y is compact, by Corollary 2.3 one can get AO, A,, A2 clopen in X, pairwise 
disjoint, covering Y and disjoint from B, such that f(Ai) n Ai = 0 for i E 3. Let 
B;,+, = Bi,, u Ai u (f-‘(Al-i) n A,) 
for i E 2. It is easy to check that this satisfies conditions (a), (b) and (e). 
Condition (c) is more problematic. Let XE B;,+,, such that fk(x) E Bk,, for 
k<2n+3. 
Case 1: Thereexistsjsuch thatfk(x)EB,forallksuch thatjck<2n+j+l. 
Then by inductive assumption (c) f’(x) E B,_,,, c Bimi,,+, for some 1. 
Case 2: There exists j such thatfj(x), f’+‘(x), f’+2(x) @ B,. 
Assume that f’(x) E Bi,,,, , then either f’“(x) E A,_i or f’“(x) E Al. In the first 
case f’“(x) E B:-i,n+l and, in the second, either fjt2(x) E A,_i or f’+2(x) E Ai and 
hence, either f”2(x) E B;_;,,+, or f”‘(x) E B:_i,,+, . 
Case 3: There exists j < 2n + 1 such that f’(x) E B, and f’+‘(x) E B,. 
Assume that f’+‘(x) E Bi,,+, . Then f’“(x) E Bi,, and by inductive assumption (d) 
f’+‘(x) E Bl_;,, c B;_,,+, . 
Obviously one of the cases above must be satisfied. Now define 
B 
J,fl+l = B;,n+l Uf-‘(B’l-j,,+l)\B:-j,n+L * 
It is easy to see that B,,,,, , B,,,,, also satisfy conditions (a), (b), (c), (e) as well 
as condition (d). 
Finally let C, = LJ{Bj,n: n E w}. 0 
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The answer for the irrationals is different and is provided by Krzysztof Mazur 
with whose kind permission the following theorem is included. 
Theorem 3.4. W\Q does not have the jxed point free extension property. 
Proof. R\O is homeomorphic to ~(w)\[w] <No when considered as a subspace of 
the Cantor set. Define @: ~(w)\[w]‘“n~S(w)\[w]<~~ by Q(X) = X\{min(X)}. It 
is easy to see that this is a continuous fixed point free map. However the Galvin- 
Prikry Lemma [3] implies that for each partition of 9”(w)\[w]‘“o into Bore1 sets 
{Bi: i E 3) there is some iE w and YE [WI”” such that [ Y]Ktj~ Bi. This shows that 
there is no partition of /?( ~(w)\[w]‘“o) into three clopen sets which are moved 
away from themselves by @. The result now follows from Theorem 3.1. 0 
Notice that the function defined in Theorem 3.4 is not one-to-one. To see the 
significance of this consider the following definition. 
Definition 3.5. A space X will be said to have the weak fixed point free extension 
property if and only if PF has no fixed points for every autohomeomorphism F of 
X without fixed points. 
It follows from Theorem 1.3 that rW\Q has the weak fixed point free extension 
property because it is paracompact. Therefore [w\Q provides an example of a space 
which has the weak fixed point free extension property but does not have the fixed 
point free extension property? There is however an example of a first countable 
space without the weak fixed point free extension property. This is due to Watson 
[4] and is a modification of Mrowka’s $-space. 
On the other hand, the proof of the Galvin-Prikry Lemma really shows that if % 
is a Ramsey ultrafilter then for every partition of Iw into finitely many Bore1 sets 
there is one of those Bore1 sets which contains a set of the form [ Y]“o where YE 011. 
Mazur’s proof of Theorem 3.4 shows the following. 
Corollary 3.6. If there is a Ramsey ultrajilter with a base of size K then there is X E [Iw]” 
which does not have the fixed point free extension property. 
This leads to the following definition and question. 
Definition 3.7. Let f be the least cardinal K such that there is X E [RIK which does 
not have the fixed point free extension property. Let f’ be the least cardinal K such 
that there is X E [IwlK which does not have the weak fixed point free extension 
property. 
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It has already been noted that p s f G u, where u,. is the least cardinal of a base 
for a Ramsey ultrafilter. 
Question 3.8. What are the relationships between f and the classical cardinal 
invariants of the continuum? In particular does f = p or f = u,? 
Question 3.9. Is it consistent that f # f’? 
4. A general colouring problem 
It has already been noted that Corollary 2.3 can be regarded as a graph colouring 
result. Precisely what is meant by this will now be explained. 
Definition 4.1. By a graph G on set X will be meant a symmetric subset of X2 
without loops-in other words, G c X’\{( x, x): x E X} and (x, y) E X implies (y, x) E 
X. This paper is concerned mostly with graphs on compact O-dimensional spaces 
X. In this context a graph will mean a closed graph X-that is, is a closed 
subset X. The elements G will be referred as edges the graph. 
Definition 4.2. A k-colouring of a graph G on a set X is a function x : X++k satisfying 
that if x(x) =x(y) then (x, y) g G. A continuous colouring of a graph on a space 
X is simply a colouring which is continuous when considered as a function from 
X to the discrete space on k. 
Using this terminology it is evident that Theorem 1.1 says that the graph of a 
fixed point free function has a 3-colouring while Corollary 3.3 says that the graph 
of a continuous fixed point free function has a continuous 3-colouring. The main 
property of graphs of continuous functions is that they are closed subsets of the 
product space. One can therefore ask, in analogy with the results on graphs of fixed 
point free functions, whether every graph on a compact O-dimensional space which 
is k-colourable is continuously k-colourable. This is, of course, too much to hope 
for but the following definition does make it possible to state a reasonable question. 
Definition 4.3. A compact O-dimensional space X will be said to satisfy the (n, m)- 
colouring property if every graph on X which is n-colourable is continuously 
m-colourable. 
The question now is to characterise, for fixed n and m, those spaces which have 
the (n, m)-colouring property. The next two results show that a large class of spaces 
do not even satisfy the (2, m)-colouring property for any m. 
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Lemma 4.4. If X and Y are compact O-dimensional spaces and X is a subspace of Y 
and Y satisfies the (n, m) -colouring property then so does X. 
Proof. X must be a closed subspace of Y so any graph on X is a graph on Y Cl 
Theorem 4.5. The Cantor set does not have the (2, m)-colouring property for any 
integer m. 
Proof. Let {k; : i E w} be a sequence of integers each greater than 1. If Gi is a graph 
on the set ki then the graph fl{ Gi : i E w} will be defined to be the graph on fl{ ki : i E w} 
consisting of all pairs (J; g) such that (f(i), g(i)) E Gj for each i E w. Notice that 
n{ki : i E o} is a subspace of the Cantor set as well as being compact and O- 
dimensional. Hence it suffices to show that n{kj : i E w} does not satisfy the (2, m)- 
colouring property. 
Note also that n{Gi : i E w} is a closed subset of (fl{ki : i E w})’ and hence is a 
graph on fl{ ki : i E w}. Furthermore, if some GK has no cycles of odd length less 
than j then neither does fl{ Gi : i E w}. The reason is that if (4 : j E d} is an odd cycle 
of length d then it gives rise to a cycle {_$(K):~E d}. Now {A(K): je d} can not 
be a cycle in G,. Recalling that graphs without odd cycles are 2colourable suggests 
the following construction. 
Let Gi be a graph on some integer ki which has no odd cycles of length less than 
i and is not (mllIk,:i~i) )-colourable [5]. All that has to be checked is that this graph 
is not continuously m-colourable. To see this suppose that x : n{ki : i E W}++m is a 
continuous colouring. Note that compactness allows it to be assumed that there is 
a fixed integer N such that x(f) = x(g) if f] N = g r N. Hence x induces a colouring 
of n{ Gj : i E N} by m colours. To see that fl{ Gi : i E N} cannot be coloured with m 
colours proceed by induction on N. For i = 0 this is simply the choice of G,. If 
n{ Gi : i E n} cannot be coloured in m colours suppose that $ : n{ki : i E n + 1)-m 
is a colouring of n{Gi : i E n + 1). Now define +*: k,,==rlik~‘ien)m by $*(j)(f) = 
$(fu {(n, j)}). Since the choice of G, implies that this is not a colouring of G,, it 
follows that there are two distinct i0 and i, such that $*( i,,) = +*( i,) and ( iO, i,) E G,. 
Now define a function &: {ki: iE n}++m by i(f) = IL*(&)(f). It follows that 
this is not a colouring of n{Gi : i E n} and so there exist f0 and fi such that 
(&,f,)~n{G,: iE n} and $(f,) = 1,6(f,). But this means that $*(i,)(fO) = 
+*(i&fi). Hence ccl(fou {(n, 641) = (cl(fi u {(n, ii))) while (fou {(n, iO)), f, u 
{(n, il)})En{Gi: iEn+l}. 0 
It has already been noted that the preceding counterexample proves that any 
space which embeds the Cantor set does not satisfy the (2, m)-colouring property 
for any m but even more is true. The following lemma will be used to establish this. 
Lemma 4.6. If X is a compact O-dimensional space and G is a graph on X then every 
closed subset of X which contains no edges in the graph G is contained in a clopen set 
which has no edges in G. 
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Proof. Recall that a closed set in a compact O-dimensional space has a neighbour- 
hood-base consisting of clopen sets. Hence if every such neighbourhood of a set K 
contains an edge in G then it follows from the fact that G is closed that K must 
contain an edge in G. 0 
It follows from Lemma 4.6 that no compact space which maps continuously onto 
the Cantor set can satisfy the (2, m)-colouring property for some integer m. Indeed 
the following, more general, fact is true. 
Lemma 4.7. Zf X and Y are compact O-dimensional spaces, X is a continuous image 
of Y and Y satisfies the (m, n) -colouring property then so does X. 
Proof. If not then let Gc X2 be a closed graph on X which is m-colourable but 
is not continuously n-colourable. Let !P : Y-X be a continuous function and 
P*: Y*++X’ the function induced on the squares by W. Finally, let H = ?Zfyzm’G. 
Obviously H is closed and, if x: X++m is a colouring of G then x 0 W is an 
m-colouring of H. To see that H is not continuously n-colourable suppose that 
r] : Y++n is such a colouring. Then T-‘(i) is compact for each i E n and hence, so 
is P( r]-‘(i)). Let Ai = W(q-‘{i}). Notice that not only is Ai compact but it also 
contains no edges from G. From Lemma 4.6 it follows that it is possible to inductively 
choose closed and open sets Vi such that: 
(1) V, IAi\('J{y:jE il), 
(2) Vi contains no edges from G. 
This contradicts the fact that G has no continuous n-colouring. 0 
Corollary 4.8. Zf a compact O-dimensional space satisfies the (n, m) -colouringproperty 
for some pair of integers then it is scattered. 
Proof. Any space which does not map continuously onto the Cantor set is 
scattered. 0 
The corollary points out that the only open questions on the topological graph 
colouring problem for compact O-dimensional spaces are to be found in the realm 
of scattered spaces. The following definition is made with this in mind. 
Definition 4.9. For any ordinal LY define r,(n) = k provided that k is the least integer 
such that every compact scattered O-dimensional space of height (Y satisfies the 
(n, k)-colouring property. 
This definition of course begs the following question. 
Question 4.10. Is T,(n) defined for every ordinal LY and integer n? 
It is worth observing that it follows from Lemma 4.4 that r,(k) s Z’,(k) if (Y < p 
and hence, r,(k) is either constant or not defined for sufficiently large values of (Y. 
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The following results provide some information about the functions r, but leave 
many more unanswered. The next lemma is an embryonic form of Theorem 4.12 
and will be used in the proof of that theorem. 
Lemma 4.11. There is a closed graph on a scattered space of height 2 which is 
2-colourable but not continuously 2-colourable. 
Proof. Let G be the graph on w .2+ 1 defined by 
G={{n,w+n+l}: nE~}u{{n,w+n+2}: nEo} 
u{{w,w+w}}u{{w+w,w+1}}. 
It is easy to see that G is closed and 2-colourable. Moreover the unique 2-colouring 
of G is not continuous. 0 
Theorem 4.12. For each n E w there is a graph on a compact scattered space of derived 
length 2 which is n-colourable but is not continuously (2n -2)-colourable. 
Proof. The proof, of course, will involve constructing an example of a graph on a 
scattered space of height 2. Although the construction is complex in its notation, 
the example itself is quite canonical. The idea is to take the natural compact, 
scattered, first countable space of height 2 with n nonisolated points and add edges 
between all of the isolated points. The sequence converging to the nonisolated points 
can be partitioned into n infinite pieces which can be thought of as corresponding 
to the colour they are given in the n-colouring of the graph which is to be constructed. 
Certain edges can be added between isolated points and these can be classified 
according to the colours of the points they connect as well as by the convergent 
sequences to which these points belong. The construction hinges on adding as many 
of these edges as possible without adding any edges between a limit point and itself 
in the limit. 
The underlying space will be the ordinal w * n + 1 with the order topology. Define 
vi=w*(i+l) and wi=w. i+l for iEn. Furthermore, define 
I 
we i+kj+2, 
“‘= OJ. i+k(j-1)+2, 
ifj< i, 
ifj> i 
for j f i. The graph G,, whose vertices are w. n + 1, is defined to consist of the 
following edges: 
(1) {Vi, Vj} for i#j, 
(2) {wi, wj} for i # j, 
(3) {Vi, Wj} for i # j, 
(4) { wi, &} for i fj, 
(5) {wi,v-“,t} for i#j and i#l and kEw, 
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(6) { ui, zjk.,} for i #j and i f I and k E w, 
(7) cd+, I&} for i #j and k # 1 and i # lk #j and {a, b} c w, 
(8) {vb,k, d’,+,,,} for i#j and k# 1 and UE w, 
(9) {r&k, v’,,,} for i # j and k f 1 and a E w. 
It is easily verified that G, is closed and that, moreover, the function x : w . n + 1-n 
defined by x( vi) = ,Y( wi) = i for i E n and x( zl&) = 1 for i # 1 is a colouring of G,. It 
will be shown by induction on n that G, is not continuously (2n -2)-colourable. 
The following notation will prove to be useful in the coming arguments. If A c n 
then define V,,(A)={q: iEA}u{wi: i~A}u{ vt: {i, j}c A and kE w} and define 
G,,(A) =[ V,(A)12n G,. It is easy to check that the graph G,,(A) on V,,(A) is 
isomorphic to the graph Gk on w * k + 1 if IAl = k. 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.11 that G2 is not 2-colourable so assume 
that n > 3 and that Gk is not continuously colourable for k< n. Suppose further 
that x : w. (n + 1) + 1++2n is a continuous colouring of G,,, . Without loss of general- 
ity, it may be assumed that x( ai) = i by simply permuting the colours if this is not 
so. Since the graph on {v, : i E n + 1) is complete, each colour must appear exactly 
once. There are two cases to consider. 
The first case is that there is some j, E n + 1 such that x( wjO) Zj,. Let m =x( w,,) 
and notice that m 2 n + 1. For any vertex v which does not belong to { wj,,, v,} u 
{vi,,: joE {i, I}} there is an edge between v and both ujO and wj,,. It follows that 
x(v)rZ{x(vjO), x(~~,~)}={j,,, m} for each VE V,,(n+l\{j,}). Since j,~n<n+l~m 
it follows that x is a continuous (2n -2)-colouring of G,(n + l\{j,}) contradicting 
the induction hypothesis. 
It may therefore be assumed that x( Wi) = i for each i E n + 1. It is also worth 
noting that it follows from (5) and (7) that 
(10) x(v’,,i)E{i,n+l,n+2 ,..., 2n-l}, 
(11) x(f&)E{i,j, n+l, n+2,. ..,2n-1) 
for aEw and i and j in n+l. 
At this point it is necessary to differentiate between two cases. The argument in 
the case n = 2 is somewhat different than if n 2 3. To begin, suppose that n = 2. Let 
a, be the least integer such that there exist i #j in 3 such that ,Y(zJ&~) = i and 
x( z&,~) = j. The assumed continuity of x guarantees the existence of such an a, and 
(10) and (11) ensure that a, f 0. By permuting the colours it is possible to assume, 
in order to simplify notation, that i = 0 and j = 1. 
By (8) it follows that in the graph G3 there are an edge connecting v~~-,,~ and 
Y&~ and an edge connecting a&,,, and ut,,_,,, . It follows that x( a&,,,) # 1 and 
x(v&,,~) f 0. As well, it follows from (9) that x(v&~,,) # x(v&_,,,). From (lo), 
(11) and the definition of a, it follows that either x(u~~_,,,) = 3 and x(u&,,,) = 1 
or ,Y(v&~,,) =0 and x(v&,,,)=3. Since the two cases are symmetric it may be 
assumed, without loss of generality that x(vz,-,,,) = 3 and ~(a&~,~) = 1. 
Now, from (8) it follows that there is an edge connecting u&,,~ and zlzO., and by 
(9) there is an edge connecting v&,,~ and Use-,,, . Hence, again using (10) and (1 l), 
it follows that x(v~,~,,J = 2. A similar argument applied to Use-,,, and v~~-,,~ yields 
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that x(~&r,~) = 1. Then by (9) it follows that x(r&,,r) # 1 and by the definition of 
a0 it follows that x(v&,,,) f 3. Another appeal to (8) and (9), using V&~ and t~~~-r,, , 
reveals that x(u~,_,,~) = 0. But now z&,,~ and ~~~-i,~ contradict the minimality of a,. 
Hence it suffices to consider only the case n 23. By the induction hypothesis- 
which has already been established for n s 2-it follows that the cardinality of the 
range of x] V,,+,({i,j}) is at least 3 for each pair of distinct i and j in n + 1. From 
(10) and (11) it follows that for each pair {i,j} E [n + 11’ there is some integer 
g({i,j})E{n+l,n+2,... ,2n -1) such that g({i,j}) belongs to the range of 
x1 V,+i({i,j)). Since n 2 3 it follows that n(n - 1) > 2(n - 1) and, hence, there is 
111 E {n + 1, n +2,. . . ,2n - 1) and A E [n + 11’ such that (Al = 3 and g({i,j}) = m for 
each {i, j} E A. 
It follows that if {io,jo} and {i,,j,} belong to A then ]{io,jo}u{i,,j1}]~3-the 
reason is that, otherwise there are a E w and b E w such that ,Y( a&,) = m =x( r~&,) 
contradicting (7). Consequently, [UAl = 3. From the induction hypothesis and the 
fact that n 3 3 it follows that the range of xf V,,+,(A) has at least five elements. 
Applying (10) and (11) yields that there must be some M’ Z m in the range of 
,y] V,,+,(A) such that m’> n. 
Let {k,, k,} E [A]’ and a E w be such that x( ~2~,) = m’. The definition of A ensures 
that there are distinct j, E { ko, ki} and j, E { ko, ki} such that, for some b E W, ,Y( v&,) = 
m. Now properties (10) and (11) imply that x(u)& {k,, k,, m, m’} for each u E 
V,,(2(n + l)\{k,, k,}) and hence, x] V,(2(n + l)\{k,, k,}) is a continuous (2n - 
4)-colouring of G,(2(n + l)\{k,, k,}). This contradicts the fact that GN(2(n + 
l)\{k,, k,}) is isomorphic to G,_*. 0 
Theorem 4.13. Every compact scattered space of height k satisjes the (n, k( n - 1) + l)- 
colouring property. In other words, I’,(n) s k( n - 1) + 1. 
Proof. Let X be a scattered space of height k-that is to say, the derived sets X”’ 
of X are not empty for i E k (and X(O) = X) but Xck) = 0. Then a closed graph G 
on X2 will be said to be (no, n, , n,, . . . , n,_,)-colourable if and only if there is a 
colouring x : XHW of G such that te range of x]X(~)\X(~+‘) is contained in nj for 
ie k. Let yk(no, n,, n2,. . . , n&l) be the least integer M such that any graph on a 
space X which is (no, n,, n,, . . . , nk_,)-colourable is continuously M-colourable. 
It is obvious that rl(n) = n since rr(n) applies only finite spaces. 
In general, 
To see this proceed by induction on k noting that (12) is trivial for k = 1. Let X be 
a scattered space of height k+ 1 and assume that (12) is true for k Let G be a 
closed graph on X2 which is (no, n, , n2, . . . , n,)-colourable and let x be a colouring 
which witnesses this fact. Since X (k) is of course finite it follows from Lemma 4.6 
that it is possible to find clopen neighbourhoods Vi of x-‘(i) such that Vi contains 
no edges in G for each i E nk. Now X\l_{ Vi: i E n} is compact and scattered of 
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height k - 1. Note that (XC”-“\l_j{ vi: i E n}) . IS m e and hence closed. Therefore fi ‘t 
it is posible to use Lemma 4.6 to find a clopen set W, such that: 
(1) wo~x-‘(0)n((X ‘k+“\lJ{ K/i: i E n}) u Xck’), 
(2) WonG=O, 
(3) W,n(lJ{&: iEn\l})=0. 
Let N,=x-‘(0)nX (k-l)\( W,,n (u{ &: in n\l})) and note that N,c V,. Now use 
Lemma 4.6 to find a clopen set U,, such that: 
(1) &~x-‘(O)n((X +“\lJ{ v/i: i E n}) u Iv,), 
(2) U,nG=0, 
(3) Uon(lJ{&: iEn\l})=0. 
It follows that 
is a clopen set such that: 
(1) &~x-‘(O)n((X ‘“-“\U{ VI: i E n\l}) u XCk’), 
(2) &nG=0, 
(3) Z,n(lJ{&: iEn\l})=0. 
Now notice that X\Z,,u (lJ{ K/i: i E n\l}) is compact and scattered of height k and 
that Gn(X\Z,u(U{V,: icz n\l}))’ has a (no, n,, n,, . . . , nk-l - l)-colouring. 
Hence it is possible to use the induction hypothesis to find a continuous 
(?k(%, nl, n2,. . . , nk_l - 1))-colouring of X\Z,u (U{ Vi: i E n\l}). This, combined 
with the nk-colouring of the rest of the space yields (12). 
The proof of the theorem is now easily finished by observing that 
rk(n) = yktn, % %. . . , n) 
cn+yk,(n,n,n ,..., n-l)s”‘sk(n-l)+l. 0 
Theorem 4.13 does not answer the following question though. 
Question 4.14. What are the exact values of I’,(n) for ordinals CY and integers n 
such that I’,(n) is defined? 
Even the following special case of this is not known. 
Question 4.15. What are the exact values of I’,(n)? 
Even r,(2) is not known. 
Finally it is worth mentioning that the entire problem of topological colouring 
of graphs can be posed for arbitrary spaces and not just compact O-dimensional 
ones. To do this notice first that a combinatorial n-colouring of a graph on a space 
X can be thought of as a continuous n-colouring into the indiscrete space on the 
integer n. The property of (n, m)-colourability of a space X can then be phrased 
as follows: If G is a closed graph on X which is continuously colourable by the 
indiscrete topology on n then it can be continuously coloured by the discrete topology 
on m. This observation can be made into a more general definition. 
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Definition 4.16. If X and Y are topological spaces then the space 2 will be said 
to satisfy the (X, Y)-colouring property if every closed graph on 2 which has a 
colouring by a continuous X-valued function has a colouring by a continuous 
Y-valued function. 
It is probably unreasonable to expect an elegant solution to the following problem 
but perhaps there are some partial results. 
Question 4.17. Characterise the triples of spaces (X, Y, Z) such that 2 satisfies the 
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